Reset the Heart for a
Colorful New Life
Painting the Next Rainbow for Inmates

Liu Zong-Hui

When you face a key moment, and do not know how to
choose, just reset your mind and heart.
—Italian patriotic poet Ugo Foscolo

I.Composition Contest
II.Award Ceremony and Convocation
I.Composition Contest
Minister of Justice Tseng noted that normal people often lost themselves in the
vanity of modern society, let alone inmates or the rehabilitated. Upon their release, inmates often lost their directions in
life, or, unaccepted by family and society,
experienced setbacks and did not know
where and how to get a fresh start. When
Mr. Tsai Yung-fu released his book “Reset
for Rebound,” Minister Tseng believed that

1.Authored by Director of Taiwan After-Care Association Taipei Branch.
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14 Mar., 2013, Composition Contest Award Ceremony

Mr. Tsai’s after-care journey would be a

The composition contest asked partic-

great encouragement for other inmates

ipants to read and reflect on Mr. Tsai

and the rehabilitated, as well as a great

Yung-Fu’s book, “Reset for Rebound,”

lesson to learn from. The book also

and targeted three groups: the public,

showed the public the good side of the

inmates, and the rehabilitated and fam-

rehabilitated. Therefore, Minister Tseng

ily members. The submission should be

specially requested Taiwan After-care

proses 500-1000 words in length.

Association and its Taipei Branch to
organize the “Reset the Heart for a Colorful New Life” Composition Contest
to give inmates and the rehabilitated
an opportunity to show repent, acquire
proper values, realize their own values
in life, and face the world bravely. At
the same time, the public could also
give the rehabilitated an opportunity to
turn over a new life.

The contest was well received with 706
entries. After review, the most touching 43 pieces were chosen. Touching
works that echoed Mr. Tsai Yung-Fu
were written and reminded people not
to give up on themselves and on life,
including submissions from First-Prizewinner inmate Peng from Penghu Prison, the rehabilitated Chen who worked
hard to start his own business, as well
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as Mr. Wang, a civilian from the mem-

income. This provided the rehabilitat-

ber of society.

ed and their families proper care and
stability in life, giving the rehabilitated

The Award Ceremony was held in conjunction with the Painting Renovation
Training Convocation at Chungshan
Hall in Taipei Prison, attended by 350

an opportunity to start afresh and their
families a chance to overcome difficulties, painting a beautiful rainbow leading to their next journey in life.

prison staff members and guests. The
event was jointly organized by Taiwan

The rehabilitated are sensitive and

After-care Association, Taipei District

fragile, they long for acceptance and

Prosececutors Office, Taiwan After-care

support of their families, and stable

Association Taipei Branch, and Yuanta

employment is another pillar to their

Cultural and Education Foundation.

smooth reintegration. The rehabilitat-

The program invited enterprises and

ed face various problems and issues,

vendors to provide painting renova-

which cannot be solved with the help

tion training and establish employment

of just a few people or a handful of

connections so that inmates could di-

agencies; the general public must show

rectly be employed by the enterprises

its support and be part of the effort,

upon their release and earn a stable

and all resources in the society must

14 Mar., 2013

14 Mar., 2013
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be integrated. Taiwan After-care Asso-

from the Branch. The convocation of

ciation Taipei Branch was the first to

the Branch’s “Painting Renovation Co-

launch painting renovation cooperative

operative Education Training” at Taipei

education training in prison, with a view

Prison also formed part of the effort to

to provide the rehabilitated an opportu-

encourage more inmates to bid farewell

nity to reset. Through Mr. Tsai Yung-Fu’s

to the past, overcome setbacks, and

story, the Branch aimed to encourage

open a new window for life. The mo-

everyone to bravely explore a new life.

tivational short film was co-produced

The organization of the training was

by Taipei District Prosecutors Office,

merely the first step, and the Branch

Taiwan After-care Association Taipei

hoped that all sectors could reach out

Branch, and Yuanta Cultural and Edu-

with passion in the future, providing

cation Foundation.

more cooperative education resources, so that the rehabilitated could give
back to their families and contribute to

The short film was distributed to all 49
prisons in Taiwan, as well as halfway
houses, schools, and social welfare or-

the society.

ganizations.

II.Award Ceremony and Convocation
To encourage all inmates in Taiwanese
prisons to realize their own mistakes,
make amends for reintegration with
family and society, and bravely start a
new life, the Branch produced a short
film on the unrelenting journey of Mr.
Tsai Yung-Fu, who successfully founded his own business with a petty loan
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Discourse on Cursive Script by Zhang Xu, Huasiu,
and Gaoxian /National Palace Museum opendata
area(http://theme.npm.edu.tw/opendata/)

